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Keywords. FL-MC (FLUORESCENT MOBILE CATHETER) : "FL-MC (FLUORESCENT MOBILE CATHETER) is a single-use light-weight medical device which can be
used for. The FL-MC catheter is a breakthrough product for patients and physicians that will revolutionize the way endovascular. Should FL-MC devices not be
used? Not with FL-MC" (page 3). "The FL-MC represents a new technological revolution for the treatment of the patient suffering from peripheral arterial disease,
including both patients with Trans-Atlantic Inter-Society Consensus (TASC) II A and B lesions and patients with TASC C lesions. Every 30 minutes, a new paper is
published about some variation of the FL-MC catheter. The most important original technologies to have been developed for this device are the ability to deliver up
to seven medical devices (including vascular catheters, stents, and balloons) to a single catheter, and the ability to navigate the catheter through any tortuous
vasculature while maintaining a constant blood flow, both of which allowed the development of the FL-MC. A. Introduction: The FL-MC is the first medical device
with the capabilities to deliver multiple therapeutic devices with a single catheter. It is a single-use, radio-opaque, and fluoroscopy-free catheter which provides
direct access to treat iliac arteries, popliteal arteries, and infrapopliteal arteries in the leg. The FL-MC catheter represents a breakthrough in treating patients with
challenging peripheral artery disease, improving outcomes and quality of life for patients. Just like the currently used endovascular devices, the FL-MC catheter can
be used in different clinical scenarios ( Figure 1 ) but its benefits are more pronounced in patients with disease that is more complex to treat with other medical
devices, such as patients with Trans-Atlantic Inter-Society Consensus (TASC) C lesions. The ability to deliver multiple therapeutic devices with a single catheter in
the peripheral circulation is a critical component of the clinical efficacy of the FL-MC. As illustrated in Figure 2, the four different therapeutic devices that can be
combined with the FL-MC are: (1) a 0.035" guidewire for placement, (2) a stent, (3) a balloon, and (4) a drug delivery balloon. Even though each of the four
components of the FL-MC catheter has its own separate indications, with the exception of the drug-eluting balloons, each of the components is indicated for use
with different peripheral arterial disease indications, including infrapopliteal lesions. Given that the FL-MC is a single catheter device, its placement and
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